Abstract-For vector quantization (VQ) of speech line spectrum frequency (LSF) parameters, we experimentally determine a mapping function between the mean square error (MSE) measure and the perceptually motivated average spectral distortion (SD) measure. Using the mapping function, we estimate the minimum bits/vector required for transparent quantization of telephone-band and wide-band speech LSF parameters, respectively, as 22 bits/vector and 36 bits/vector, where the distribution of LSF vector is modeled as a Gaussian mixture model (GMM).
I. INTRODUCTION

F
OR telephone-band speech coding, the problem of quantizing 10-dimensional LSF parameters has been thoroughly investigated in the literature [3] , [4] , [7] , [10] , [14] . Several studies also focus on determining the minimum bitrate required for "transparent quality" quantization of line spectrum frequency (LSF) parameters. Since it has been shown that 1 dB average spectral distortion performance (along with limited outliers) [3] will guarantee the transparency, there is much interest to determine the lowest bitrate required for transparent quality quantization performance. Such a rate-distortion (R/D) bound, determined for the full search vector quantization (VQ), 1 is very useful as a benchmark in the evaluation of different structured VQ methods used for LSF coding. Paliwal and Kleijn [7] have linearly extrapolated the operating (experimentally measured) R/D curve of a practical full search VQ and shown that at least 20 bits/vector is required for transparent quantization of telephone-band speech LSF parameters. Using the high rate quantization theory and Gaussian mixture model (GMM)-based analysis, Hedelin and Skoglund [8] have predicted the minimum bitrate as 22 bits/vector. This result is more conservative than the result of Paliwal and Kleijn. The issue of transparent quality LSF quantization becomes more important for wide-band speech, because of the higher quality concerns. Using the same engineering approach of [7] , recently, So and Paliwal [12] rate VQ would provide an exponential R/D performance, the predicted bitrate of 35 bits/vector appears to be more acceptable from a practical point of view. The approach of extrapolating the experimental R/D performance curve of a practical full search VQ [7] , [12] is prone to significant variation using different extrapolating functions. Further, it is known that at lower bitrates, the quantization error is more signal dependent, and hence, the experimental results at lower rates may not be able to predict the VQ performance at higher rates through extrapolation. On the other hand, the GMM-based analysis in [8] requires the stochastic integration and an iterative algorithm for evaluating the high rate formulae to find the optimum distortion.
Recently, there is a growing interest in developing parametric VQ methods [8] , [11] where the source PDF is modeled using finite mixture densities, such as the GMM. It can be shown that any continuous PDF can be approximated arbitrarily closely by a Gaussian mixture (GM) density [8] . The use of GMM provides a parametric and compact form of the source PDF which makes the VQ performance analysis task tractable. We have been able to determine a closed-form MSE performance expression of the VQ for quantizing a GM source [16] ; we apply this result to predict the minimum bitrate required for transparent quality quantization of LSFs, both for telephone-band and wide-band speech cases. This is made possible by determining a mapping function between the MSE and the perceptually motivated average SD measure; the SD measure is commonly used for evaluating the LSF quantization performance in the literature. Thus, it becomes possible to map the theoretically derived MSE performance measures to the perceptually relevant distortion measures at any bitrate. Utilizing the 1 dB average SD threshold that has been used for both telephone-band and wide-band speech, we estimate the minimum bits/vector required for transparent quality LSF quantization. We then compare the estimated lower bound to the practical performances of established LSF quantization methods, such as the traditional split vector quantization (SVQ) [3] method and the recently proposed sequential SVQ (SeSVQ) [14] method.
II. R/D PERFORMANCE OF VQ
We summarize here the basic high rate performance expression of VQ [6] , [1] and mention the MSE performance expression for quantizing the GM source [16] .
Let the PDF of -dimensional vector be denoted by and the source is quantized using bits/vector. For quantization, we consider the weighted distortion measure as (1) 1070-9908/$25.00 © 2008 IEEE where is a vector-dependent weighting matrix. Using the approach of asymptotic quantization theory, the high rate quantization distortion is given as [6] , [8] ( 2) where is the volume of a -dimensional sphere with unit radius, given by is the usual Gamma function. Rigorously, (2) provides the lower bound of the distortion given the rate is high [1] , [6] , [8] . An important point to note is that deriving a closed-form expression for the standard PDFs using (2) is mathematically intractable, though the performance can be evaluated by the numerical method of stochastic integration.
In the case of an unweighted distance measure, and (2) provides the MSE performance of VQ as [2] (3)
For a standard PDF, such as multivariate Gaussian, the closedform MSE performance expression can be found out in terms of the parameters of the respective PDF [15] , and the experimental results closely match with the theoretical results [8] , [16] .
Let us evaluate the MSE performance of a VQ for quantizing a source which is modeled by a GM density. The GM density is a weighted sum of Gaussian densities, given by (4) where , and are the prior probability, mean vector, and covariance matrix of the th Gaussian component. Deriving a closed-form MSE performance expression for the GM density using (3) seems to be difficult. Hence, an expectation-maximization (EM) type of iterative algorithm is formulated in [8] to determine the optimum distortion using stochastic integration. Instead of the iterative approach, we have used the linearized approach of [11] to evaluate the MSE performance [16] . Thus, the MSE performance is given by a closed-form expression in terms of the GMM parameters as [16] ( 5) where is a constant which is dependent on dimension as [16] (6)
We mention that (5) is derived using the optimum bit allocation between the Gaussian components, and thus, it provides the lower bound of the VQ performance for quantizing the GM source. The derivation of (5) is based on the assumption of minimally overlapping Gaussian components in the GM density. Thus, we use the well-known LBG algorithm instead of the standard EM algorithm to estimate the GMM parameters. The LBG algorithm is used to determine number of non-overlapping Voronoi regions which are then modeled as mixture components of the GMM. Naturally, needs to be sufficiently large for more accurate modeling of the source PDF.
III. MINIMUM BITRATE REQUIRED FOR TRANSPARENT QUALITY LSF QUANTIZATION
A. Distortion Measure Mapping
LPC parameters represent important speech intelligibility information, and thus, the perceptually motivated objective measure, used to evaluate LSF quantization performance, is the spectral distortion (SD) [3] , [6] . For the th frame, in dB is defined as [3] ( 7) where and are the original and quantized LP filter power spectra. The conditions for transparent quality coding of telephone-band speech LPC parameters are [3] 1) average SD is 1 dB; 2) no outlier having more than 4 dB SD; 3) % of outlier frames with 2-4 dB SD. According to Guibe et al. [9] , listening tests have shown that these conditions for transparency are also valid for the wideband speech case, and hence, the conditions have been used in [12] and [13] also. In this letter, we will confine mainly to the condition (1) as in [7] and [12] and use the 1 dB average SD as the transparent quality quantization threshold for both telephone-band and wide-band speech. The other conditions require an estimate of the quantization error PDF unlike the mean error which has been investigated in this letter.
In LSF quantization, direct use of the SD measure is limited because of the difficulty of finding an expression for the generalized centroid in VQ design and also the high complexity to search the VQ codebook. As an approximation to SD, weighted square Euclidean distance (WSED) is used. The WSED measure is defined as (8) where and are the original and quantized LSF vectors, and is a vector-dependent diagonal weighting matrix. Using high rate quantization theory, it has been shown [6] that the best weights are the spectral sensitivity coefficients.
For analytical evaluation, we note that neither SD nor WSED can be used to obtain the closed-form high-resolution R/D performance expression in terms of the PDF parameters [6] , [1] . Thus, we use the square Euclidean distance (SED) measure 2 to estimate the R/D performance of LSF VQ. However, since the distortion threshold for transparent quality is available in terms of the average SD, we use an experimental approach to map the MSE (or average SED) measure to the average SD measure. The established SVQ method [3] is designed and tested using the WSED measure at different bitrates, providing a set of paired points of MSE and average SD. Using the paired points, we find the mapping function between MSE and average SD which is quite smooth but not linear. Hence, a third-order polynomial curve is fitted to provide the mapping of MSE to average SD. The two cases of telephone-band and wide-band speech are dealt with separately, determining two different mapping functions.
B. Telephone-Band Speech
The speech data used in the experiments are from the TIMIT data base, and the analysis is similar to that reported in the literature. The 16 kHz speech is first low pass filtered to 3.4 kHz and then down sampled to 8 kHz. A tenth-order LPC analysis (i.e.,
) is used for a 20 ms Hamming windowed frame, based on the Burg method, with no successive frame overlap. In order to avoid sharp spectral peaks in the LPC spectrum, a fixed 10-Hz bandwidth expansion is applied as in [3] and the LPC parameters are converted to LSF parameters. The pooled data consisted of 368 815 LSF vectors for training and "out of training" 5000 LSF vectors are used for testing.
The three-split SVQ method of [14] is used to determine the mapping function between MSE and average SD. At 27 bits/vector, the SVQ method provides 1 dB average SD along with 1.32% of "2-4 dB" outliers and zero outlier " dB." Thus, it can be said that the coding method providing 1 dB average SD threshold would also satisfy conditions (2) and (3) for transparent quality quantization requirements. Experimentally obtained paired points (of MSE and average SD) are shown in Fig. 1(a) as the discrete points, and the smooth third-order polynomial fit to the points is shown as the mapping function. The accuracy of polynomial fit is measured by the ratio of variance of experimental points to variance of estimation error, which is found to be 28.12 dB. The PDF of LSF source vector is modeled by GMM with different model orders. Using the estimated GMM parameters, the MSE performance of VQ is computed employing the parametric expression of (5), and the mapping function is used to determine the corresponding average SD. Fig. 1(b) shows the estimated average SD performances for different model orders of the GMM. The different model orders indicate that higher provides a tighter bound; this result is expected since a better model fit with higher number of Gaussian components is giving rise to lower distortion. The model order can be viewed as a saturation level providing an estimation of the performance close enough to a full search VQ. Using the 1 dB average SD threshold, it is observed from Fig. 1(c) that 22 bits/vector is required for transparent quantization of telephone-band speech LSF parameters. We note that this result commensurates with the result of [8] . The experimental performances of two established LSF quantization methods are compared with the estimated lower bound. We can see that the practical performance of SVQ is inferior by 5 bits/vector. The recently proposed SeSVQ method [14] improves the performance by 1 bit/vector, but there is much scope for further improvement.
C. Wide-Band Speech
In this case also, we use the TIMIT database for training and testing. We have used the specification of AMR-WB speech codec [17] to generate 16th order LP coefficients (i.e., ), which are then converted to LSF parameters. Immittance spectral pairs (ISP) [5] are used in the AMR-WB speech codec, but we use LSF parameters in this letter which are claimed to provide similar performance. Like the telephone-band speech case, we use 368 815 LSF vectors for training and "out of training" 5000 LSF vectors for testing.
We resort to the five-split SVQ method [14] to determine the mapping function between the MSE measure and the average SD measure. At 47 bits/vector, the SVQ method provides 1.01 dB average SD along-with 0.36% of "2-4 dB" outliers and zero outlier " dB." Thus, it can be said that the coding method providing 1 dB average SD threshold would also satisfy the transparent quality quantization requirements of minimum outliers. The nonlinear smooth mapping function is shown in Fig. 2(a) . Like telephone-band case, the accuracy of the poly- nomial fit is measured as 37.96 dB. The PDF of wide-band LSF data is again modeled by the GM density with different model orders. Using the estimated GMM parameters, the MSE performance of VQ is obtained using (5) at different bitrates and the average SD performances for LSF VQ are determined using the mapping function. The estimated results are plotted in Fig. 2(b) for different model orders. Again, the higher order models provide tighter lower bounds. Considering the model order and the 1 dB threshold, it can be seen from Fig. 2 (c) that the minimum bitrate for transparent quantization of wide-band speech LSF parameters is estimated to be 36 bits/vector. We note that this result is conservative by 1 bit/vector than the result of [12] . Comparing the estimated lower bound with the SVQ and SeSVQ methods, we can see that there is nearly 10 bits/vector performance gap to be bridged. The SeSVQ provides 2-3 bits/vector advantage over SVQ, but there is much scope for further improvement.
IV. CONCLUSION
Using the GMM-based parametric PDF framework, we estimate the minimum bitrate required for transparent quantization of the speech LSF parameters. For this, we use a functional mapping between the MSE measure and the perceptually motivated average SD measure. It may be noted that our experimental evaluation is quite generic and can be used for estimating the R/D performance bound of a full search VQ, through a mapping function between the MSE and the desired perceptual distortion measure.
